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Learn how the RadiantOne federated identity and directory service, uses advanced 
virtualization to provide:

– A business-agile consolidation strategy—Bring acquisitions online in days, not months by federating 
existing directories and identity sources.

– A single place to point key applications such as Epic, Kronos, and Cerner—Integrate user accounts 
from any source for a “logical” central point of authentication and access.

– A seamless, frictionless user experience—Provide streamlined log-ins and SSO for employees, 
providers, payers, and patients.

– A complete solution—Achieve SSO, plus federated access, registration, and user management with 
RadiantOne and the CFS authentication portal.

– A super-scalable data store—Scale up to millions of users and queries with HDAP, the world’s first big 
data-driven directory.

Agenda



The World of Access is Expanding

Identity is the New Perimeter 



The Challenge of a Fragmented Distributed Identity System



Federation Only Federates Access (SSO)….

How About the Identity Part?



Merging Organizations Means Consolidating AD Forests—As Well as LDAP, SQL, and 

API’s/Web Services—Across Two Entities to Ensure Access to Shared Applications



RadiantOne Delivers a Common View of Identity that Drives 

Authentication and Authorization for Programs such as Epic or Kronos



Federating Access and Identity for a Single Source of Identity for 

Healthcare Applications



Federated Access Requires Federated Identity



Customer Success Story #1– Pharmaceutical M&A



Customer Challenge

• Pharmaceutical Company A’s decision to merge with Pharmaceutical Company B 

establishes them as a leader in cellular therapy and provides a foundation from which to 

drive continued innovation for people with advanced cancers.

• These mergers/acquisitions of smaller drugmakers with promising treatments make more 

business sense rather than  spending billions of dollars on research and development and 

quicker to market strategies to stay ahead of the competition and gain market dollars over 

the competition.

• The challenge of this is that you have to merge two companies together quickly, 

seamlessly and without much disruption to the business.

• They needed the two environments to be able to leverage shared services and solve 

the problem of ID conflicts and overlap. 



Impact to the Business

• Without halting business, Radiant Logic was able to merge these two different companies 

by creating a universal identity, one point of access for all systems and access resources 

across their environments. 

COMPANY A DATA SOURCES COMPANY B DATA SOURCES



Customer Success Story #2– Achieving Secure, Temporary Access  

for Pharmaceutical Research



The Challenge

• An American pharmaceutical company has more than 33,000 employees worldwide and offices 
in 18 countries. With products sold in approximately 125 countries, their research and 
development (R&D) efforts are extensive. 

• Outsourcing research tasks involved in drug development requires that external constituents—
researchers, universities, partners, even competitors—be granted access to the right resources 
and only those resources for a limited time. To protect intellectual property, these users have 
access to only their part of the research data. And once their research is complete, these 
users need to be quickly and completely de-provisioned.

• The company defined the following goals for their infrastructure evolution project:  
– Get the most of their R&D efforts  

– Protect intellectual property  

– Reduce amount of custom coding; automate provisioning and de-provisioning processes  

– Increase speed and efficiency with Axiomatics ABAC solution



The Solution

• They decided to implement dynamic authorization from Axiomatics for Attribute-Based 

Access Control (ABAC), but dynamic authorization functions best when it has a single 

source of identity containing all of a user’s attributes*. 

• RadiantOne allows them to take full advantage of ABAC for fast, fine-grained 

authorization and helps provide them with a method of fast and reliable de-provisioning 

of users as well. 



How To’s



Leveraging AD Investments



Creating Different Views for Different Requirements



The Lookup Slow Down:

Finding the User is Where the Most Time is Spent



The Challenge of Extending an Existing User Profile:

Delivering Distributed Attributes by Joining

Growing Pains: Heterogeneity 
Hinders the Required Growth
Delivering and securing new applications to the 
portal compounds the requirement for 
integration. The amount of custom code rises 
quickly, along with costs and time to 
deployment and maintenance, slowing key 
business initiatives.“Entitlement 
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The Solution: RadiantOne Joins Attributes to Deliver a Complete 

Global Profile for WAM solutions

• WAM with RadiantOne in an environment with multiple heterogeneous sources of 

identity and attributes
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The HDAP Directory is the Final Staging Engine for the 

Federated Identity and Directory Service

HDAP



Performance Comparison
Replication Across 3 Servers

Search Rate Across a 3 Node Cluster with 
Full Replication Enabled

Query composition: 80% Search, 10% Modify, 10% Add & Delete



RadiantOne Delivers Identity as a Foundational Security Service

– Authentication:

• Integrate and federate your identity sources into a common hub

• Broker authentication for your portal, federations, and applications

– RadiantOne goes further…

• Authorization: Deliver attributes and rich profiles for smarter security policies

• Migration and Consolidation: Modernize your aging directory infrastructure



Summary

• Federation doesn’t solve complex identity (data) integration challenges
– There is a lot of focus on federating user access, but you also need to federate your identities!

• Healthcare companies need a more immediate way to deliver secure and streamlined services to new 
users—and realize faster business value out of new acquisitions. Consolidation-minded healthcare 
organizations need a better way to securely streamline authentication and access to key enterprise 
applications across every stakeholder, from patients to providers, payers, and employees. 

• At the level of identity management, this means providing the right degree of integration to support 
SSO and secured access to the shared applications portfolio that will support the newly  merged 
entity. 

• Expand an existing API Gateway, Web SSO, and Federation deployments easily
– Support new user populations 

• Have a single logical place to authenticate users while allowing the authoritative source of the identity to maintain control over 
passwords.

– Support new application requirements

– Customizations/computations can be done at the RadiantOne layer, not by the IdP, letting them focus on the token creation/translation 
they provide.

– Each application can have their own “virtual view” (specific mappings, computations, profile attributes, rationalized view of groups).



Questions, Comments?  

For More Information: Complimentary Resource

• White Paper: “Smart Integration for the Hospital Identity Environment”

https://www.radiantlogic.com/portfolio-single/white-paper-fid-hospitals/


Thank You

Next Webinar: 

“CIAM: Integrating Customer Data and Identity to Drive Better Experience and Smarter Security” 

•Thursday, September 17, 2020

•11 AM PT / 2 PM ET

• www.radiantlogic.com/webinars


